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As we are taking much better account of the unseen 
majority of life, unravel the biogeochemical 

processes that microbes facilitate, thereby making 
planet Earth habitable for all forms of life; as we 

increasingly identify the rules by which 
microorganisms interact with co-evolving viruses and 

macroorganisms in health and disease; and as we 
find more and better strategies to mitigate the 

detrimental effects of anthropogenic activities on 
the abundance, diversity, distribution and activity of 
microbial communities, Frontiers in Microbiology will 

be the 21st century approach to communicate all 
this progress to both the specialist and a wider 

audience of readers in the field.

Frontiers in Microbiology
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Antimicrobials, Resistance, and 
Chemotherapy

This section publishes 
breakthrough research on 
antimicrobials, antibiotic 

resistance, antibiotic therapy, and 
mobile genetic elements. We aim 

to accelerate the scientific 
communication of high quality 

research through worldwide free 
open access to these findings.
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Aquatic Microbiology

Aquatic Microbiology is devoted to 
advancing the study of microbes in 

aqueous environments, with a focus 
on freshwater, estuarine and 

oceanic ecosystems.
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Frontiers in Cellular and Infection 
Microbiology

Frontiers in Cellular and Infection 
Microbiology considers publication 

of research results in all areas of 
pathogenic microorganisms and 

their interaction with the hosts. The 
areas of research include bacteria, 

fungi, parasites, viruses, 
endosymbionts, prions, as well as 
the microbiota and its effect on 

health and disease in various hosts. 
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Evolutionary and Genomic 
Microbiology

Evolutionary and Genomic 
Microbiology aims to publish 

significant research findings on 
all aspects of evolutionary and 

genomic microbiology for 
Bacteria and Archaea.
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Extreme Microbiology

Extreme Microbiology publishes 
research on microbial life that 

flourishes or persists under 
permanent or periodic extreme 

environmental conditions.
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Food Microbiology

Food Microbiology focuses on a 
wide variety of current research 

on microbes that have both 
beneficial and deleterious 

effects on the safety and quality 
of foods, and are thus a 

concern of public health.
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Fungi and Their Interactions

Fungi and their Interactions 
aims to bring together all fields 

of mycology on a single 
platform and serves as a tool 
for mycologists who want to 
expand their horizons and 

advance their ability to 
understand, manage, and treat 

conditions associated with 
fungi.
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Infectious Diseases

The aim of this section is to act 
as a platform of communication 

between clinicians and other 
researchers. Areas of major 
interest include community-

acquired, as well as health care-
associated infections, infections 

in patients with host defence
defects, and infections in 

developing countries.
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Microbial Immunology

Microbial Immunology expects 
studies examining responses to 
any microbial agent, including 
viruses, bacteria and parasites.
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Microbial Physiology and Metabolism

This section presents cutting-
edge research on how bacterial 
and archaeal structure lead to 

function, how metabolic 
processes are regulated, how 

microbes respond to 
environmental stressors, and 

how microbes can be 
manipulated to enhance their 
growth or the production of 

desired products.
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Microbial Symbioses

Microbial Symbiosis is devoted 
to communicating cutting-edge 
research on symbiotic microbial 
interactions where symbiosis is 
defined as any permanent or 
stable association between a 

microbe and at least one other 
organism.
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Microbiological Chemistry and 
Geomicrobiology

Microbiological Chemistry and 
Geomicrobiology encompasses 

the molecules and chemical 
reactions that govern 

microbiological processes 
facilitated by microbes, 

including those involved in 
biogeochemical cycles and 

microbe-rock/mineral, microbe-
microbe, microbe-plant and 
microbe-animal interactions.
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Microbiotechnology, Ecotoxicology and 
Bioremediation

This section focuses on the 
investigation of microbes as 

they interact with and 
transform environmental 
toxicants as well as the 

development of microbial 
technologies for toxicant 
analysis, monitoring and 

remediation, at scales ranging 
from molecules to 

communities.
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Plant Biotic Interactions

Plant Biotic Interactions 
publishes interdisciplinary 

research probing the 
interactions between plants 
and endophytic, symbiotic, 
parasitic, and pathogenic 

microbes.
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Systems Microbiology

Systems Microbiology aims to 
serve as a platform for the 
exchange of ideas between 

microbiologists with expertise 
in Metagenomics, 

Metatranscriptomics, 
Metaproteomics, 

Metametabolomics, Single Cell 
Genomics, Functional 
Genomics, Synthetic 

Microbiology, Bioinformatics 
and Computational 

Microbiology.
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Terrestrial Microbiology

This section aims to advance 
the study of microbes in 
terrestrial environments 

focused on soil, mineral and 
subsurface (non-aquatic) 

ecosystems. Studies should 
involve diverse and 

interdisciplinary approaches 
that span submicron to 
landscape, single cell to 

community and second to 
millennial scales.
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Virology

Virology accepts submissions 
on major advancements in the 
understanding of viruses that 
infect bacteria, archaea, fungi, 

plants or animals, and strives to 
cover topics both basic and 

applied.
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Draw your own!
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Suggest your own!

Want to get more involved with 
Frontiers in Microbiology, or 

Frontiers in Cellular and 
Infection Microbiology?

Consider submitting a proposal 
to edit your own article 

collection with us!

http://research-
topic.frontiersin.org/suggest

Questions?
Send us a email: 

microbiology@frontiersin.org

Or a tweet!
@FrontMicrobiol

http://research-topic.frontiersin.org/suggest
mailto:microbiology@frontiersin.org
https://twitter.com/FrontMicrobiol


Brought to you by Your Frontiers in Microbiology Team
http://journal.frontiersin.org/journal/microbiology
microbiology@frontiersin.org
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